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RESORT STYLE LIVING
Welcome as we take our readers inside the breathtaking, award-winning homes designed by Tropical Architecture
Group, Inc., located in Kauai, Hawaii. Behind these magnificent tropical designs, TAG creates a relaxed and romantic
resort-style atmosphere that nourishes the soul.
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Beginning as a husband and wife team, Tropical Architecture Group,
Inc., or TAG for short, has pioneered a particular and distinctive style
of luxury architectural design that’s garnered a reputation for its
beauty and timelessness.
Based out of Kauai, Hawaii since 2004, TAG originally featured
Michael McLychok doing architectural design and his wife Lani
specializing in interiors. Over the years, they’ve expanded to include
two seasoned architects, an interior designer, a project manager, and
draftsmen. Yet in preserving their vision, TAG has decided to remain
a smaller firm, taking more of a hands-on approach with Michael in
direct contact with clients through all phases of the design process.
TAG’s Asian-influenced tropical styles incorporate Modern Balinese,
Asian Pacific, and Tropical Contemporary, with a design aesthetic that
emphasizes indoor-outdoor living spaces, high cathedral ceilings, and
wide-open spaces for panoramic views of nature. Their resort-style
design concept incorporates individual structures, interconnected
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with open or enclosed covered walkways over Zen gardens or water
features for a truly relaxed tropical lifestyle. Currently, the company
has simultaneous projects in tropical climates on the table, including
in the Bahamas, Panama, Fiji, Costa Rica, the southern coast of Spain,
and closer to home the Hawaiian Islands.
Each project turns into a collaborative, integrative effort with
the client, supported and executed by TAG’s talented staff. Michael
explains, “It starts with understanding our client’s needs and desires, as
well as how they will live in the home. We then evaluate the property
site and its natural surroundings for view planes, wind direction, and
ideal location and orientation of the home. Once we understand these
unique characteristics and all the variables that affect the project, we
begin creating the conceptual layout.”
Following this up, Lani elaborates, “Michael has never had a client
request a revision of the first conceptual design, in all the years that
we’ve been designing. They might want a larger closet or to move the
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pantry, but their first reaction is that he’s captured their dream
vision and they love it!”
Through their work with the client, TAG strives to make each
project reflect the owner’s individual personality. “What we have
found is that a visually busy interior with a lot going on creates
more nervous energy, more so than a minimalistic, clutter-free
environment,” explains Lani. As a contrast, TAG’s designs focus
on emphasizing clean lines and ambient lighting in comfortable
lounging areas, creating a relaxed, warm, livable space as a result.
“With today’s ever-so-busy lifestyle, your home should be your
peaceful haven, catering to the ease of daily life,” says Lani.
“More often than not, architectural designers make things
more complicated than they need to be, with all sorts of crazy
configurations of rooms and busy areas throughout the home.
Attempting to be different or creative, they overdo the design with
too much detail. Simplicity is an art,” reiterates Michael. In line with
this outlook, TAG’s resort style tends to be more understated and,
thus, more likely to withstand the test of time.
Along with these points, designing a home for tropical conditions
differs significantly from creating one for cooler climates. For
instance, in the former, exterior swing doors are generally not
recommended – except, in certain cases, as a service door – as it
can slam open and shut when trade winds blow through. Similarly,
TAG advises to choose appropriate wood species for humid
climates and to use stainless steel hardware with fewer moving parts
to avoid corrosion from the sea’s salt air. Furthermore, other aspects
to consider are unnecessary mold issues and the lifespan of your
electronic equipment, which should be placed in a dry area with air
conditioning.
Overall, too, is the selection of environmentally friendly building
materials, assisting with creating a home or building that’s energy
efficient and low maintenance. Keeping this facet in mind, TAG
designs sustainable projects across the globe, not just for today’s
trends but to further create conscious designs for the future.
808-635-4900, tropical-architect.com. ■

